This article explores the drama performed around a self-proclaimed 'anti-establishment' executive at a Danish film company, Zentropa. The company prides itself on being against the existing 'elitist' and commercialized Danish film industry. Inspired by the thesis that modern capitalism develops by incorporating the critiques directed against it, the article analyses how Zentropa's Chief Executive Officer invests a 'progressive', counter -cultural spirit in his management practices. We describe how a 'freethinking' a nd 'subversive' CEO uses his dramatized performances to exercise an authority that violates employees' privacy and involves public displays of disrespect. We further examine how employees use impression management to cope with norm-violating management practices, including sexual provocations and the dramatic, unjustified dismissal of an employee. In the context of these disruptions, we analyse how order is reestablis hed through dramaturgical cycles of symbolic events, including sacrifice. In particular, the study provides insights into how theatrically staged, norm-defying performances both disrupt the organization and allow managerial power to be reinstituted. It also demonstrates that anti-establishment management involves and rests upon the occasional exercise of traditional managerial hierarchy and control. Theoretically, the article develops a dramatist perspective, combining Goffman's symbolic interactionism and Burke's dramatism to offer a framework for understanding norm-transgressive management in modern organizations.
Introduction
What kind of power is at play in a company whose Chief Executive Officer (CEO) identifies himself as rebellious, norm-t rans gressive and 'against the establishment'? How is order created when he insists that he is breaking down work place hierarchies, the worn paths of the business establishment and rigid, 'social democratic' labour regulations? In this article, we explore these ques tions by focusing on a creative sector CEO who stages norm-transgressions, performances he sees as an indispensable driver of cutting -edge creative film production. This CEO, Peter Aalbaek Jensen, founded the Danish film pro duction company Zent ropa together with film director Lars von Trier in 1992. Aalbaek maintains that he and his company thrive on criticism: 'See, anybody can criticize me. I have no problem with that!' (Aalbaek in Krasnik, 2013) .
Despite abundant reports of norm-t rans gressions and unpredictable management practices, Zentropa Studios has a discernable social order in its work life. This gives rise t o the following question: How can we understand norm-violations not only as an ele ment in the all-too-familiar domains of bullying and harassment (Salin, 2003) but also as a constitutive aspect of Zent ropa's management? While the CEO's reported practices are clearly abusive, even reaching levels warranting the term sexual harassment, denouncing thes e practices is not our primary aim. In critically analysing management this auda cious, we would like to ask, first, how this CEO's systematic norm -violations function t o create management authority and organizational order, and, second, how our findings and what we will term 'anti-establishment management' might aid in elucidating management at organizations beyond Zentropa.
The managerial interventions of Zentropa's CEO are strikingly dramatized, for which reason we will conceive of all their noisy bluster, their shallowness and cynicism, as 'theatrically staged performances' (Sinha et al., 2012) . While Erving Goffman (1959) presents theatre as a metaphor for studying social interaction, we include K enneth Burke's (1989: 54 -55) more radical approach in which life is literally a drama. Accordingly, we view drama as producing the organization by staging order and its ensuing c onflicts (Cornelissen, 2004) . We intend t o explore the premise that order spawns guilt by virt ue of its inherent violence -a violenc e that demands a victim whose s acrifice allows the reinstatement of domination (Burke, 1966) . Moreover, B urke's framework offers an explicit normative stanc e from which we can critically assess such processes. This assessment includes the insight that what we term 'anti-establishment management', paradoxically, appears to be dependent on the continuous, if unpredictable, exer cise of traditional or even archaic managerial figures.
The article is structured as follows. We begin by briefly describing Zentropa and its CEO, situating them within the Danish creative sector. We then introduc e selected concepts from Goffman's work that highlight the ways in which domination and strategies are deployed in social interaction. We complement Goffman by drawing on insights from Burke's dramatism, the combination of whic h helps us explore how transgressions serve to reestablish order at Zentropa. A subsequent met hodology section describes our inter pretative framework as well as our selection of data material, which is mostly comprised of secondary sources, and we describe our criteria for selecting events, scenes and actions. We proceed with a brief section that examines Zentropa as an institution, high lighting its rebel identity as a context for norm -violating management practices. On this basis, we analyse three events that took place at Zentropa, each of which differently displays how the organization is enacted through drama. In conclusion, we discuss the extent to which our findings are constructive for understanding how organizational order is produced, and we consider how the notion of anti-establishment management, as well as the dramatist framework developed in this article, can help to theorize management in the ostensibly 'progressive' creative sector and beyond.
Zentropa: The 'revolutionary' film company
Behind renowned Danish film director Lars von Trier stands his producer and partner, Peter Aalbaek. For instance, while von Trier was causing outrage at the 2011 Cannes Film Festival by expressing apparent sympathy for Hitler, Aalbae k was back in Denmark scandalizing the Danish film milieu by declaring to a tabloid paper that only interns with Zentropa's logo tattooed on their buttocks could get a paid job at the company (Harder, 2009) . Unlike von Trier, Aalbaek is a celebrity only in Denmark, but he shares von Trier's entertaining eccentricity, albeit in a more lowbrow version. E very year, Aalbaek parades around the Cannes festival, smoking fat cigars, skinny-dipping in front of the cameras and projecting a generally rowdy presence while the Danish media follows his every move.
In the short documentary film One Day with Peter (Tréhin-Marçot, 2004: Aalbaek's voiceover), Aalbaek explains that his mother 'was a raving anarchist' who rebelled against any kind of authority -the police, schoolteachers, tax authorities.
'I was trained by her', he says. Clearly, Aalbaek identifies himself as having been brought up in an anti-authoritarian spirit. However, a penchant for questioning authority or the establishment is not the only identity that Aalbaek and Zent ropa's management invoke, as the company claims to be founded on three distinct values: Christianity, communism and capitalism. This triad of apparently incompatible values imbues Zentropa with the image of being an unpredictable and experimental bastard, uncontainable within any established ideologies.
When narrating t he birth and history of Zentropa, Aalbaek has often emphasized that the company was formed to counter the dominant film and media establishment at the time. This establishment included the Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR), the major TV and film production studio Nordic Film and the National Film School of Denmark (Alvarez et al., 2005) . According to Aalbaek, these establishments had become a group of self-contained, lazy elites that excluded any newcomers 'unless you were the daughter of a newspaper editor' (Aalbaek in Krasnik, 2013 ). Aalbaek's goal was nothing less than to revolutioniz e Danish film.
Self-proclaimed anti-establishment institutions like Zentropa and personalities like Aalbaek have been identified through their rebellion against authorities and entrenched social norms. The t erm 'establishment' can, according to Zinn (2005: 472) , be defined as a mixed social group comprised of a political, economic and cultural elite who collaborate on maintaining t he political and economic order: an 'uneasy club of business executives, generals, and politicians'. As such, anti-establishment figures cont est ruling elites, promis ing to tear down the establishment and spearhead major social changes.
Today's management culture has adopted certain values and ideals of the 1968 youth rebellion, including the aesthetic critique of capitalism, as argued by Boltanski and Chiapello (2005) . However, while the original 1968 protests were intended to overturn market capitalism, rebelliousness and contestation of received identity now appears to be the very 'motor in changes in the spirit of capitalism' (Boltanski and Chiapello, 2005: 27; see also Costea et al., 2008) . The counter-cultural celebration of subversive individuality in a 'Just be yourself' mentality is now emblematic of fashionable management dis course (Fleming and Sturdy, 2009) . It is against this backdrop that we develop our theo retical framework in the next section. Rather than conceive of our data as manifestations of a given, unified institution, we foreground social interactions in their own right, seek ing analytical resources in social interactionism. This choice is guided by the premis e that interaction constitutes a privileged focal point for observing how organizational order is continually disrupted and reestablished.
We pursue two assumptions that arise from the data material. First, under antiestablishment management, order cannot be assumed but is instead strategically dismantled and recreated. Second, inspired by Burke, we assume that order and leadership are reinstated at the symbolic level through victimage and sacrifice, and we explore the CEO's dramatic interventions from this perspective.
Social order, transgression and dramatic consistency
For the purpose of this study, we have developed an interpretive framework that combines analytical tools derived from Goffman's interactionism and Burke's dramatism. While Goffman's work helps us analyse these interactions in their own right, including how order is negotiated in social interaction, Burke's dramatism allows us to describe how transgressions both annul the organization and reestablis h a new, if inherently vola tile, order. This combination allows us to understand anti-establishment management differently from how it may well understand itself, insofar as we analyse it as a paradoxical duality of order and transgressions of such order.
We wish to approach the management practice under scrutiny as being integral to a particular organiz ational context and play ed out in dynamic social interactions, to which end we draw upon selected concepts in Goffman's work (also explored by Kunda, 1992; Samra-Fredericks, 2004; Down and Reveley, 2009; Biehl-Missal, 2011) . Our choice of analytical approach requires the foregrounding of 'impression management', that is:
. . . the way the individual in ordinary work situations presents himself and his activity to others, the ways in which he guides and controls the impression they for m of him, and the kinds of things he may and may not do while sustaining his performance before them. (Goffman, 1959: 9) Through impression management, an individual presents a person that exists only if affirmed in the responses of others (Goffman, 1967: 84-85) . The audienc e defines the meaning of the acts performed, affirming or rejecting the claims conveyed (as well as the person presented) in their visible responses to the performance -a performance being defined as 'a s equence of gestures, postures, verbalizations or actions seen by others (seen, not talked about) and res ponded to' (Manning, 2008: 680) . This perspective does not assume a predetermined, enclosed self, since 'often what the individual pres ents is not himself but a story containing a protagonist who may happen also to be himself' (Goffman, 1974: 541). According to Goffman, 'persons' are constructs created and reproduced in social interaction; they are hence the property of situations and institu tions, not of the individual performer. The expression of a self with particular emotions, say, embarrassment, is, for Goffman, integral to the social interaction in which it occurs.
Counter-intuitively, then, the experienc e of embarrassment 'clearly shows itself to be locat ed not in the individual but in the social system wherein he has his several selves' (Goffman, 1967: 108) .
However, actors do not perform any given role automatically, as if following a predefined script; rather, they define themselves in relation to the organizational identity through acts of 'role distance' or 'role embracement' (Goffman, 2005) .
Generally, role embracement describes a situation wherein the individual completely and wholeheartedly adopts the role that is offered in the situation, displaying this adoption visibly and verbally. At the other end of the spectrum, the performance of role distance expresses a degree of dis -identification between the individual and the role offered to him or her in a specific situation (Goffman, 2005) . Moreover, since the roles played out are scripted, the particular scripts that actors follow in particular situations can provide an analytic focus for studying the reproduction of order in organizations. Organization scholars have developed the concept of script to analyse leadership and organizational behaviour (Gioia and Poole, 1984; Bévort and Suddaby, 2016) , where the script constitutes a set of guidelines regarding the behaviours found appropriate in the situation. Scripts are rooted in shared cultural meanings, and 'actors "enact" these scripts through relatively habitual or routinized interactions' (Bévort and Suddaby, 2016: 22) . In organizational contexts, 'management scripts' structure key activities like meetings, performance assessments and the ways in which managers execute their roles (Bévort and Suddaby, 2016: 22) .
Assessing which scripts come to define social interactions begs the question of power, yet Goffman's treatment of power remains by and large implicit (Williams, 1986: 360) . However, we find that the concept of 'territ ories of the self' (Goffman, 1972: 50-87) offers opportunities for studying organizational and managerial relations as asymmetrical and influenc ed by power. The notion of territories of the self directs attention to how individuals and the space around them can become contaminated or violat ed because 'an entering other [person] causes the individual to feel encroached upon' (Goffman, 1972: 52) . Territories of the self include the skin and clothing, which are accorded differential degrees of concern and respect depending on the context (Goffman, 1972: 62; see also Harding, 2002 (Gouldner, 1970) . Notably, Goffman cautioned against 'the utter mayhem that would result were the individual to cease to be a gentleman ' (1967: 170) . Furthermore, Goffman used theatre as a metaphor, whereas Burke (1966) saw the social order as fundamentally established through drama, independent of how that order is analysed. This premise carries a normative component, argues Sinha, since such 'literal perspective' urges the analyst to become a 'critic' who is 'dedicated to the unmasking of any social situation to find the dramas that govern it and to helping the critic engage in the moral activity of appreciati ng and reflecting on [it]' (2010: 199) .
The basic tenet of Burke's dramatism is to approach social order as subjected to 'dramatic consistency', the principle that ties any social interaction together as a drama (Burke, 1969; Kärreman, 2001 (Girard, 1987: 53, quoted in Desmond and Kavanagh, 2003: 242) . Noting that 'guilt is a principal concern in almost all of Burke's work', Sinha (2010: 197) argues that, in the context of leadership studies, Burke's framework 'can explain how and why loss of face and breach generates guilt within leaders and their followers'.
More specifically, in Sinha and Jackson's (2006) dramatist analysis of leadership, the central, guilt-producing c onflict in the leader -follower relation emerges from workers' alienation when subjected to the division of labour. A leader must dispel this alienation through a leader ship proc ess that gives workers points of possible identification. Hence, while the division of labour produces distance between the work er and the leader, the identification process is one where 'the leader and the follower [pot entially] become "substantially one" with a person other than their "self"' (Sinha and Jackson, 2006: 235) . This oneness is paradoxical, as any leadership is premised on an alienating order; that is, on there being a certain distance to the leader, yet a leader's influence on followers is premised on identific ation; that is, on t he clo sure of t his distance. Both too muc h distance and too much identification between leader and follower can col lapse the relationship, thus creating conflict and the need for, as Burk e asserts, a scapegoat to redeem the inherent guilt arising from the conflict.
Whereas scapegoatism is the necessary form of such organizational drama, any civilization (and any organization) is only possible, Burke further argues, if the killing of the scapegoat is symbolically ritualized and sublimated rather than carried out in real life. The urge to (actually) sacrifice the other as a means of reinstituting order, must therefore c onstantly be sublimated, as one may find in literature, or be resolved through critical inquiry, as may be seen in social critique (Ercolini, 2003) .
In literature, killings are transformative 'since the aut hor identifies with the one killed and, subsequently, the killing serves a psychologically cathartic function of purging the negative self-associations [i.e., guilt]' (Ercolini, 2003: 216) . An example of the sublimated Kill in leadership could be Chrysler CEO Lee Iacocca's (in)famous 'sacrifice' of his own salary in order to redeem the com pany and reestablis h his leadership. Such trans formations can also be produced by social critique (like this one you are currently reading), when it invokes higher principles and superior orders that can supplant the ones leading to literal Kills (Burke, 1969 ).
Yet, far from achieving artistic sublimation or being res olved through social critique, the 20th century was marked by a brut e fetish for violence and a desire t o enhance life by taking it. Startled by this observation, Burke in this case found a possible connection to E uropean existentialism, according to which the perceived lack of meaning in life made life itself appear increasingly absurd. Unsheathed, this line of thinking eventually spurred a 'cult of the Absurd' (Burke, 1969: 265) , in which meaninglessness and unavoidable volatility are turned into virtues, altogether celebrating the absurd rather than containing it. In this (existentialist)
theatre of the absurd, the universe 'is ruled by surprise, reversal , hallucination, blasphemy, obscenity, and a desire to shock and outrage' (Kellner, 2015: section 3). Anti-establishment management can be seen as a replay of the theatre of the absurd, which in the context of contemporary organizations entails random violations of organizational norms for the sheer sake of disruption. However, more traditional figures of order are essential to Burke's notion of dramatic consistency, which becomes reaffirmed through particular episodes: the boss may dress down and be a comrade against 'the system', yet the overall drama confirms him as the boss nonetheless (Zizek, 2007: 202) . Contemporary abs urdism, in other words, allows power-holders to cynically sustain their power throughout the chain of absurd events. So, even when episodes apparently break or challenge the principle of dramatic consistency, in so doing they 'accomplish the paradoxical result of obeying its spirit', since the breaking of the principle is 'an ironic gesture . . . that acknowledges the usual rules of the game in breaking them' (Kärreman, 2001: 101) . The theat re of the absurd accepts no rules, and yet this mechanism paradoxically allows it to become the rule in any particular organization.
Data and methods
Our study of norm-transgressive management draws upon a decade's res earc h engagement with Zentropa, focusing on embodied management, leadership ethics and visual company representations (S ørensen and Villadsen, 2015) . The current study is based on multiple data sources, including a documentary film, a book on Zentropa, articles in Danish newspapers and magazines, a TV interview and a case study visit. No critical studies based on these sources have been undertaken, and only a few are accessible to an international audienc e. Alvarez et al. (2005) did an institutional analysis comparing Zentropa with other European film production c ompanies, and P edersen and Pedersen (2008) identify himself as a researcher, so the observations were covert. Another key source of data is Zentropia (Lundtofte, 2013) , a detailed documentary book based on a three-y ear, well-researched field study. The narratives described in the book correspond well with the other sources mentioned and their reports on the inner workings of Zentropa. Aalbaek allowed Lundt ofte to participate in company meetings and other daily routines, but refus ed to comment on the book after its publication (Krasnik, 2013 First-hand observations are thus not our chief sources. However, our purpose here is not to present 'the unmediated, lived reality' of Zent ropa. Paralleling our study in several ways, Sinha et al. (2012) produced an excellent interactionist study of anot her celebrity, Gary Toomey, the former CEO of Air New Zealand. As in our case, they did not conduct interviews, but carried out their dramaturgic al analysis based on sec ondary sources, acknowledging the possibility that 'a parallel, or different, drama within the organization remained unex amined' (Sinha et al., 2012: 232) , as we too must do. Inspired by Sinha et al.'s methodology, we assume that films, TV interviews and media appearances can be legitimate objects of analysis, since they contribute to the symbolic coding of (organizational) reality alongside ot her visual, discursive and material artifacts (Meyer et al., 2013: 509) .
Accordingly, we seek to identify the order and disorder produced through dramatic consistency at Zentropa, an approach that includes both representations and social prac tices as integral parts of the interaction analysed. Taking this approac h is not to deny that data material like films displays interactions that are 'staged', dramatized and aestheticized, especially in the cont ext of a film production company. The short documentary about Zentropa's management and the TV interview clearly contain 'performances for the camera' -'other' versions of reality than, for instance, ethnographic field observations. However, our data indicate that such cinematic performances and their aestheticization are, in fact, a recurring and integral component of Zentropa's film production site.
Our choice of interpretive methodology enables us, first, to describe how roles are performed in selected encounters an d, second, to move beyond thes e performances to the scripts and dramas that produce a consistent order in their own right. While following the principle of dramatic consistency, we will, inspired by Kärreman's instructive reading of organizational dramaturgy, pay particular attention to how 'specific scenes privilege specific agents (and specific acts)'
(2001: 100, italics in original). Cont radictory scripts may unfold under the aegis of one consistent drama where conflicting views are incorporated, creati ng a situation in which '"contradictions" are institutionalized' (Hall, 1972: 53) . As mentioned, this interpretive framework focuses on moments where dramatized excep tions or norm-transgressions occur and on how order is simultaneously re-inscribed.
More specifically, we used the following criteria to select a series of performances and encounters for closer analysis. First, they should display the CEO's public norm-t ransgressions reported to have occurred at Zent ropa, including his performanc e of 'authentic character' and his invasions of employees'
private spac e. Second, the selected material should show employees' varied responses to the CEO, ranging from embracing the role they were offered t o distancing themselves from it. Here, we searched for mate rial that could display the diversified and dynamic nature of employees' situated perfor mances in social encounters with their CEO. During our work process, we recognized that our material posed limits regarding the extent to which we could explore individual employees' oscillations between role embracing and role distancing behaviour.
Our selection strategy can be described as 'purposeful sampling', following Patton's (1990) argument that researc hers can purposely select 'information-ric h cases' that constitute 'those from which one can learn a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose of the research' (Patton, 1990: 169) . The sampling strategy in our case was guided by a 'controlled opportunism in whic h researchers take advantage of th e uniqueness of a specific case' (Eisenhardt, 1989: 539) . The above-mentioned selection criteria determined which of the encounters and role performances available in our data material we examine in the following analysis. In analysing these situated performances, we reconstruct scripts and explore the dramatist consistency characteristic of Zentropa management.
Zentropa's history and identity
This section provides a brief analysis of Zentropa as an institution, foregrounding its antiestablishment identity. Once the Zentropa identity is elucidated, the CEO's constant concern with adding eccentricism and an anti-establishment character to his managerial role becomes more understandable. In our view, in performing his ostensibly unique, rebel lious personality, Aalbaek strives to embody Zentropa as an avant-garde film company. In terms of his self-presentation, Aalbaek perpetually stages a non-conformist self, notably by walking around the office naked, using vulgar language, conducting meetings with his slippered feet on the (Krasnik, 2013; Lundt ofte, 2013) . Stories of Zentropa interns working full time with no pay but unemployment benefits have been circulating since the company's early days. This delic ate situation has been aggravated by the fact that Zentropa is the Danish film studio to have received the most public fund ing (more than seven million euro since its founding), and allegations of financial irregu larities continue to swirl (Kjaer, 2014) . Meanwhile, Aalbaek is growing ever more 'eccentric and unpredictable', both within Zentropa itself and in his various public per formances (former employee cited in Krasnik, 2013) . Against this background we assert that the term 'anti-establishment manager' resonates with Aalbaek's managerial practice. He consistently presents Zentropa as being against the established film industry, and he goes to great lengths to make his actions breach convention. The following empirical accounts will allow us to consider precisely how the management figure that Aalbaek performs can be termed anti-establishment. We note that this figure has certain parallels with Dov Charney, the former CEO of American Apparel (see Moor and Littler, 2008) , who was reported to walk around the company half-dressed and solicit sexual encounters with his employees. Unlik e (B urke, 1969) will be given key attention in the below analysis. We suggest that Aalbaek often attempts to define situations by integrating disparate and conflicting 'management scripts' into his performances (Bévort and Suddaby, 2016: 22) . We further suggest that these scripts are easy to recognize, since they invok e leadership styles familiar in western societies, namely the m anagement scripts distinctive of the congregation (the priest), the company (the boss) and the artistic movement (the avant-garde performer). The following sections bring empirical support to these interpretative suggestions, describing Aalbaek's shifting and unpredictable management practices as well as employees' attempts to calibrate their reactions. The first section centers on violations of employees' territories of self; the second displays Aalbaek's performance of eccentricism and the ensuing embarrassment; and the third highlights a series of absurd events that simultaneously disrupted the organizational order and re-inscribed it. The events progress in severity, moving from embarrassment caused by invasions of privat e space to outright victimization. In tandem with analysing these events, our vocabulary progresses from Goffman's social interactionism to Burke's dramatism.
Hugging and kissing: Invasions of private space and role distance
In the 17-minute documentary film One Day with Peter (Tréhin-Marçot, 2004), we follow Aalbaek in a dramatic tour de force with hand -held camera, as he parades through the company site greeting and chatting with employees. This series of encounters can be viewed as constitutive of Zentropa; that is, if we accept the premise t hat the organization is constituted through encounters and performances, with each performance calling for affirmative reactions from the participants.
Witnessing these encounters, we soon realize that the way Aalbaek approaches the employees, his salutations and kisses, his boisterous attitude, are -at besttolerated by those who are the objects of his attention. We get the sense that employees acknowledge their role but acquiesce to it grudgingly; they do not participat e actively. They do not k iss, shak e hands with or engage in conversation with Aalbaek. Rather, they are being kissed (when female), having their hands shak en (when male) and being talked to. Aside from the targeted employ ee, the employees witnessing these actions participat e in the encounters by offering embarrassed smiles or looking away. In such instants, Aalbaek's co-actors affirm the performance of his role as provo cateur at the moment they visibly display the expected embarrassment and discomfort.
When Aalbaek stages his own undressing in an office before going skinny-dipping, the (male) staff member deliberately ignores the spectacle, remaining complet ely unmoved as Aalbaek talks, strips and shakes his penis to the camera. He simply keeps working. When Aalbaek has left, the staff member silently picks up Aalbaek's clothes from the floor and puts them on a hanger. He does not actively participate in the interaction (and its filming), but he immaculately cleans up the office afterwards. Here, Aalbaek seems to invoke t he figure of the spontaneous and eccentric artist (who strips naked to set bodily instincts and perceptions free), a performance accentuated by the fact that it occurs right next to a formally dressed office clerk sitting at his desk in front of a bookcase full of binders. A notable aspect of this 'scene', in a Burkean sense, where a certain scene privi leges certain events, is that Aalbaek uses it to communicate his authority by having a 'staff of lesser import ant people that take care of problems of lesser importance' (Kärreman, 2001: 102) .
Moreover, the office could be said to constitute a part of the territories of the self, insofar as the separate room with the employee's assigned desk, chair, telephone and other equipment provides accessories that an individual uses to uphold personal demean-our at the workplace. In this perspective, Aalbaek's practice of entering employees' offices and staying there as long as he sees fit, often 'contaminating' the individual through forc ed interpersonal contact (Goffman, 1976: 35) , violates the territory of the self. The employee's choice to distanc e himself from the assigned role of beholding the spectacle may serve as a protection against a contaminative act that displays disrespect or contempt for the other. Hence, the employee eschews becoming the 'target' or a 'bystander' of the event in Parzefall's and Salin's (2010) sense, instead distancing him self from the role and the script altogether.
Extending t hese observations, we suggest that A albaek's management scripts, premised as they are on norm-violations, require the systematic invasion of employees' pri vate space. A general response, visibly adopted by employees confront ed with such invasions, is the performance of 'role distance' (Goffman, 2005) . Here, employees nei ther display the anticipated embarrassment nor exit the organization, but rather signal, including through nonverbal means, disdain for or reservation about the script. In Goffman's view, role distancing contains a degree of resistance, as it may 'suggest that the ac tor possibly has some measure of dissatisfaction from, and resistance against, the role' (Goffman, 2005: 103) .
Performing role distanc e, however, is as much a matter of denying the situational role as of displaying that ones' self is not fully expressed in the performed role.
In our case, the employees manifest their role distancing behaviour largely by silently sustaining a position that markedly contrasts the noisy and unpredictable requests of the CEO. On several occasions during his procession through the production site, Aalbaek interferes with employees, forcing prolonged hugs and small talk upon them, while they obviously just want to return to their work.
Employees often accede to his exaggerat ed and excessively lengthy handshakes only unwillingly, and they vainly try to keep their eyes on the screen while doing the shaking. In these situations, the employees' reactions can be located on a spectrum spanning from displays of embarrassment and discomfort to visible, purposeful evasion. While the display of embarrassment still functions to affirm Aalbaek's assumed role as provocateur, the visible det achment can be viewed as role distancing behaviour (bordering on rudeness by those employees who do not actively acknowledge the handshakes ). The fact that employees sometimes oscillate between role embracing and role distancing behaviour (displaying embarrassment versus appearing unaffected) is not inconsistent with interactionist
assumptions. An actor's attitude in terms of role embracing or distancing behavi our is assumed to arise from the actor's perception of the role expectations and the prevailing definition of the situation (Stebbins, 1967: 250) .
The above obs ervations can be considered in light of Goffman's (1967: 91) assertion that some social environments (total institutions being emblematic) may constitute places where pers onal demeanour is difficult to uphold. Goffman behind one of the female interns and then proceeded to act out a copulation movement, grabbing her clot hes. Extremely upset, she shouted for help while people watched stunned. In the aftermath of the incident, the intern's father threat ened Aalbaek with a lawsuit, but it was dropped aft er the intern was offered a permanent employment contract and 10 hours of psychological counselling (Krasnik, 2013) . Notably, in this case mobilizing formal legal ity was covert, as the injured party decided to forego compensation for the offense in the form of a public rebuke, a fine or condemnation of her superior's behaviour. Instead, she received compensation through privately negotiated benefits.
As the above incidents show, one of Aalbaek's key managerial performances is to use his own body to invade employees' territories of self and, in the process, to provoke or embarrass them in various ways (Goffman, 1956 ). Although we have described only a few such events, the CEO's attempts at intimacy appear to permeate Zent ropa, insofar as he may manifest this bodily investment at any instant. In one scene of Tréhin -Marçot's (2004) documentary, Aalbaek has kissed a (taller) female employee and moves on to kiss a noticeably shorter one. He then opts instead to pat her on the head and tousle her hair in a gesture not unlike the Catholic ritual of the blessing given by a caring priest, one of Aalbaek's self-proclaimed roles in Zentropa. The group of women offers him laboured smiles while suppressing 'all signs of shame and embarrassment' (Goffman, 1956: 270) , immediat ely returning to their tasks and escaping the awkward and patronizing situation. The women clearly act vicariously on Aalbaek's account and, in
Goffman's poignant wording, 'blush with and for him', as he himself does not 'have sufficient sense of shame or appreciation of the circumstances to blush on his own account ' (1956: 265) .
Faced with the recurrent demand to perform embarrassment, one strategy for employ ees could be to erect formal barriers; for ex ample, asserting their legal rights under harassment or labour laws, with all the potential career risks. Indeed, formal rights and regulations are a part of those 'rigid, social democratic structures'
that Aalbaek disdains, since they constrain creativity. Here, Burke's principle of dramatic consistency demonstrates the difficulty of mobilizing such formality, since it emphasizes the privileging of specific acts by specific scenes (Kärreman, 2001: 100). As noted, Aalbaek generally cre ates stages that signal informality, such as an office with a sofa bed where he naps before meetings. His recurrent hugs (rather than handshak es) and collective sauna visits fall in the same category. Such encounters seem to call for the participants to perform as spon taneous and authentic individuals, not as contracted employees.
We have already associated Albaek's leadership practices with res earc h on bullying, harassment and transgression (Salin, 2003) . Placing t his assessment within Burke's dramatism, we can understand the transgressions as an answer to the problem of alienation, or distance, caused by the division of labour (Burke, 1965) . In Sinha and Jackson's (2006: 236) reading of dramatism, this problem arises from the paradox of exercising leadership -that one must navigate distanc e and identification at the same time, achieve identification bet ween leader and follower yet maintain the distance that serves to uphold the superiority intrinsic to being a leader. This follows from the premise that manage ment essentially requires some form of established order that, argues Grint (2010) , entails upholding a 'sacred' distance between leader and follower.
In the specific context of Zentropa, leadership distance (i. e. the distinction between the formal role and the created 'scene' of leadership) constantly dissolves. Time and again Aalbaek advances so close to his employees as to annul his status as leader, only to abruptly retreat into a lofty distance, where he, as we shall see, invokes 'traditional vir tues'. When the distance bet ween the leader and his followers occasionally dissolves, we observe an invasive investment of Aalbaek's body in his managerial practices. This includes his (quite literal) heaving of employees' bodies into his own, and may be under stood as an attempt to incite an identification process of becoming unified, or 'substan tially one' (Sinha and Jackson, 2006: 236) .
In A albaek's view, the need for unrestrained s pontaneity and creativity justifies his norm-violating and vulgar antics, and it is this view that makes taking a critical stance against such management practices so hard. Aalbaek's impression management relies in great part on creating the display of 'creative instigator', a person driven by raw impulses that escape rationality and spurn the formality of the bureauc rat. When asked about the potentially dam aging effects of violating employees' limits, Aalbaek replies: 'I am who I am. It is only by being who I am that I can push Danish film forward!' (Krasnik, 2013) . We suggest that a key message enacted in Aalbaek's impression management is that hovering just beneath the formal role is a spontaneous self, a creative force just waiting to be unleashed.
Aalbaek's recurring s exual provocations, audaciously public as they are, can thus be viewed as staged expressions of impulsiveness and originality that promis e to transfer these qualities to the employees. It should be emphasized here that the transgressions observed at Zent ropa, the violations of privacy, do not occur covertly in the storage room or the late hours of the Christmas party (although we cannot know if this may happen) but are utterly explicit eve ryday routines on public display for all. They are an integral part of the dramaturgical scripts that have become routine in the halls of Zentropa. While it may be surprising that so few complaints have been filed, we have suggested that invoking contracts and formal rights as defined by labour law is irreconcilable with the acclaimed Zentropa identity.
The custard pie gag: Role-embracement and victimage
Our third, and last, event focuses on an encounter where contradictory dramaturgical scripts appear to become institutionalized wit hin Zent ropa (Hall, 1972) . Our analysis incorporates Burke's (1989) insights about conflict, guilt and victimage as essential to the (re)establishment of social order. We recall that this happens through a 'dramatic consistency' that defines rules integral t o dramaturgical scripts. However, the enactment of scripts is often fundamentally at odds with the structure of an organization's formal roles and rules. In this final encounter, the young intern Lisa Overgaard (anonymized for this article) works in the company's music department. One day Aalbaek invites her to go skinny -dipping -in midwinter -with himself and Lars von Trier. Overgaard refuses the invitation as politely as possible (Lundtofte, 2013: 160) . Aalbaek, for his part, refuses to take no for an answer:
Aalb aek: If you don't join us, I'll have to fire you.
Overgaard: Then you'll have to fire me.
[Aalbaek resolutely walks into the company's main hall, where employees are having
lunch.]
Aalb aek [shouting]: Write a termination letter, FIRE THAT BITCH!
At first glance, this seems to be a straightforward incidence of the CE O making a unilat eral executive decision, reminiscent of Eisenhardt and Bourgeois' (1988: 743) seminal study of decision making, when the director Geoff 'makes a decision, it's like God'. While Aalbaek frequently enacts roles akin to an almighty sovereign, we see this not simply as an incident in which the classical hierarchy (of bureaucratic, patriarchal, or despotic structures) is affirmed when a subordinate violates the organizational order and is then disciplined through the execution of power. On closer inspection, Aalbaek is not merely making an isolated decision; instead, the decision marks the beginning of a new staging of events that opens up for something more fundament al, indeed sacred, to happen, a staging that includes putting his own position at stake (if not exactly at risk). Recall here Burke's (1989: 280) cyclical formula for organiz ation as one of 'order', 'guilt', 'need for redemp tion'
and 'victimage'. Hence, after the widely publicized message of Overgaard's dismissal, Aalbaek hesitates to carry out the firing. The audience (the rest of the employees) could int erpret this hesitation as him having second thoughts. The problem appears to be that the victim, the 'bitch', is actually innocent, even within the bizarre logic of Zentropa. After all, her sin was merely to have rejected the invitation to go skinny-dipping with her bosses. She is guilty of no more than role distancing (Goffman, 1976: 94) , as she never embraced the role expectations in the script performed by her superiors.
The dismissal turns out not to materialize (yet), and Overgaard's colleagues in Zentropa's legal office lat er assure her that 'Peter is just testing' her.
Subsequently, Aalbaek speaks with Overgaard, and although he vaguely confirms the dismissal, he stays true to his provocative managerial style and invites her to find a 'creative solution' to her situation. In our Burkean optic, this incident can be seen as Aalbaek's attempt to cope with the diffuse 'guilt ' that clings to his handling of the situation and the organiza tion's subsequent 'need for redemption' in this regard. If power is to be respected beyond the scope of its brute force ('FIRE THA T BITCH!'), it must be couched in a ritual in which violence i s not just haphazard and unpredictable, but produces, through dramatic consistency, some measure of order. In ot her words, within the drama and beyond the law, the person sacrificed must be rendered guilty: Overgaard is not guilty (yet), hence the continued 'testing'. While Aalbaek clearly crosses lines, he is still bound by the demand for dramatic consistency, a demand that in this instance implies that the sacrificial victim must be recognizable as guilty. Thus, in terms of the 'creative solution' requested, t his solution could, as Aalbaek himself suggests, imply either the force of law or simple violence; that is, 'filing a lawsuit or getting ten gangsters to beat [him] up' (Lundtofte, 2013: 165) . Overgaard considers buying Aalbaek a lap dance or a Lolita doll for the morning song, a ritual used earlier as a comeback to the CE O (Lundtofte, 2013: 157) . If Overgaard previously refused to embrace her role in the skinny-dipping rit ual, she now appears to embrac e her role in the counterstrike against Aalbaek, going all-out to find a t ruly 'creative solution' to his putting her on the spot. Eventually, she decides on a classic gag: throwing a custard pie in Aalbaek's face at some public occasion.
As we see the drama unfolding before our eyes, we should not be surpri sed to learn that when Overgaard actually embraces her assigned counter -striking role, this role's function in the dramaturgical order of conflict, guilt and victimage is revealed. The role now brazenly embraces her (Goffman, 2005: 94) , and after having thrown the custard pie at Aalbaek during a morning staff meeting, she is told by a member of his legal staff that the CEO did not find the episode funny:
Legal staff member: [Aalbaek] is after all a man of traditional virtues . . . He doesn' t appreciate when the young thumb their noses at their superiors.
Overgaard: Are you firing me for having thrown a custard pie in Aalbaek's face?
Staff member: Yes, we are firing you according to Section 224 of the Criminal Code, 'Minor violence against a manager'.
In reality, there exists no such provision regarding 'minor violence against a manager'. Section 224 of the Danish Criminal Code actually concerns prostitution.
Ironically, the assumption that Overgaard should go skinny -dipping with her bosses (and her first dismissal when she refuses to embrace this role) seems to rely on the premise that her employment relation is actually one of prostitution.
While the very existence of a 'legal department' at Zent ropa is in itself rather absurd given the 'no rules apply' context, the pie-t hrowing stunt also suggests that parody is one way of interacting with this type of management. After all, the pie in the face is emblematic of the silent movie epoch. Hence, while the act vividly over-identifies with Aalbaek's own theatrical stunts, it respects the genre of the film industry. While Overgaard's actions cannot be rec ognized wit hin the formal organizational rules -a fake section of the Criminal Code has to be inventedthey still play an integral part in achieving dramatic consistency throughout the script. Rather than understanding this act as a volitional and individual 'answer' to Aalbaek, one must see it as a necessary part of the dramatic sequence.
Now the ritual of c reating order out of violence has come full circle. While turning an incident of 'minor violence against a manager' into a legal case against
Overgaard is absurd well beyond K afka, violence remains the substance of the process. What has happened is that the diffuse guilt connected to the public dismissal has now found its body: the custard pie attack has served the function of moving the guilt from the body of the executive to that of the employee, from Aalbaek to Overgaard. It is she who threw the custard pie; it is she who humiliated the sovereign 'man of traditional virtues'. It is she who must die. The temporary solution to reestablishing order is to sacrifice Overgaard as a scapegoat (Girard, 1987) . In the logic of victimage, Overgaard now finally becomes the scapegoat that saves Aalbaek's face, a face he lost more painfully in the skinny -dipping episode than when he literally got it covered with custard pie. In the skinny -dipping epi sode, a younger woman rejected the two older males' insistence on a quasi -s exualized ritual of nakedness and intimacy, a rejection that becomes a strike against top management's perceived potency and a strike which, ultimately, would be impossible to punish by invoking a (fictitious) legal code. It was this first rejection that spurred the bitter conflict, not the retaliation. The latter only created the custard pie scene in which the impotency of the first conflict became trans formed into a specified aggression -a 'minor violence' -against which legal scripts (whether existing or invented laws) could be mobiliz ed. This final part of the ritual is what Burke (1969: 265) refers to as the redemptive 'Kill', the remedy against havoc that recuperates the disruption into a norma tive order (however unpredictable and fragile this order in the present case actually is).
We see that perpetuating the practice of rule-breaking opens up for absurdity:
Zentropa as a scene continuously privileges what Burke (1969: 265) refers to as the 'cult of the Absurd'. The process leading to the dismissal of Overgaard must appear mesmerizingly and grossly absurd to the victim herself, and the parallels between this drama and the theatre of the absurd are obvious. Management at Zentropa is fundament ally constituted through unpredictability, for both its logic and virtue create an organization pervaded, as in absurd t heat re, not only by surprises and revers als but also by blas phemy and obscen ity -indeed, in
Aalbaek's performances, by a c onstant 'desire to shock and outrage' (K ellner, 2015: section 3). Unsurprisingly, the newly established o rder -t hat is, Overgaard's exit from Zentropa -is followed by the injunction to a new Kill. On a later occasion, after the de jure dismissal has been effectuated, Aalbaek has a conversation wit h
Overgaard in which he invites her -once she has become a strong player in the film industry outside Zentropa -to come back and 'destroy' him, just as he earlier 'destroyed Nordic Film' (Lundtofte, 2013) .
This logic implies a continuation of (more or less) redemptive sacrifices in the Danis h film industry. Contrast here Aalbaek's literal Kill of Overgaard (we conceive of an unjustified dismissal as a literal Kill) with her own version of the Kill: the custard pie attack, which was exactly what Burke understands as a sublimated Kill (i.e. a carnivalesque conversion of order through a humorous transgression rather than, say, harassment or violence). Yet, the 'cult of the Absurd', as orchestrated by the CEO, negated Overgaard's sublime trajectory, a trajectory that suggests 'the move to a higher order that serves as an organizing principle' (Ercolini, 2003: 219) . This lack of any principle of higher order motivates us to suggest that Zent ropa's overall managerial script is couched in 'the cult of the Absurd'. In this volatile, absurd order, any 'Kill' (transgression, h umiliation, firing, etc.) is to be carried out literally, rather than sublimated into a more refined and, above all, predictable and lasting order.
Discussion and further perspectives
Taken together, our analyses reconstruct anti-establishment management as an at times extremely volatile, unpredictable and resource-intensive practice. At the same time, its dramatic cycles continuously invoke much better-established managerial structures. In terms of our individual contribution, we noticed that anti-establishment disruptions were accompanied by surprisingly authoritarian and controlling practices, which, in turn, sustained a certain organiz ational status quo.
In the dramatic scripts of Zentropa, we found a routiniz ation of paradoxical scripts that tended to overshadow and replace traditional managerial roles. In a Burkean perspective, it is indeed this routinization of paradoxical scripts that paves the way for organiz ations (and societies) to become engulfed in the theat re of the absurd, including its celebrations of unpredictability and literal Kills. We see this perhaps most vividly staged in our last encounter, where Aalbaek prohibits the script he himself has orchestrated -that of inviting Overgaard to answer his challengefrom ultimately being played out. Instead of facing the pie-throwing gag on its own terms, for instance as a sublime transformation of violence into comedy, he abruptly oscillates into a (bogus) legal management script, thereby confirming the dramatic consistency of Zentropa being de facto premised on unpredictability and victimage.
We have witnessed how Aalbaek's management style, as progressively characterized throughout the above interpretations, disrupts existing categories and distinctions operationalized by 'stable, conventio nal, executive' views of management by turning them 'upside down' or making them precarious.
1
Somewhat understating the matter, we can, with Goffman (1967: 170) , say that, in ceasing 'to be a gentleman', Aalbaek also ceases to be an executive in the traditional sense of a figure that maintains a stable role to which expectations can be assigned under the assumption of predictability (Marion and Uhl -Bien, 2002 ).
Yet, the carnivalesque event of pie-throwing, rather predictably perhaps, is annulled as the role and expectations of 'a man of traditional virtues' descend into despotism and sacrifice.
While the very concept of 'anti-establishment management' is, strictly speaking, an oxymoron, examining its practice reveals it as a controlled, if demanding, balance bet ween staged rebellion against conventions, on the one hand, and a regression to conventional hierarchy and, at times, archaic leaders hip authority, on the other. The annulment of predictability and the ensuing disappearanc e of moral order is in our estimation the critical issue here. All three analysed incidents evinc e how for those involved it 'becomes diffi cult to separat e manipulation from morality' (Sinha and Jackson, 2006: 242) . Under the 'cult of the Absurd', moral guiding points cannot be maint ained outside the c ult, since morality itself is created through the dramaturgical script. In other words, from within the drama -that is, within Zentropa -the absurd theat re makes it difficult to see the events from a moral perspective, let alone a contractual or legal one. Moreover, as Grint (2010) observes, leaders hip can only be effectively sustained when some measure of formalized distance and visible difference bet ween leader and employees is maintained. As Aalbaek flouts a number of these differenc es -the one between his own body and his employees' territories of self, for instance -he also flouts the differenc e bet ween sustaining the organ ization as an entity premised on 'a distinctive normative order' (Scott, 1992: 187) , letting it disint egrate into a kind of (measured and controlled) moral chaos.
More generally, and beyond Zent ropa, the current management vogue calls for decentered, egalitarian organizational structures where employees are expected to fully engage as persons rather than as contracted labour. Such a trend is evident in prevalent slogans like 'express yours elf' and 'do what you love', and can be identified in subjectivation strategies that draw 'private' practices into the work place (Fleming and Spicer, 2004; Fleming and Sturdy, 2009 ). This development also includes a stronger managerial emphasis on performative expressions that signal infinite potentiality and creative excess (Costea et al., 2007) . Our study adds to this research and extends it by foregrounding the unpredictable and prec arious potentials entailed when work life is orchestrated t o abandon formality and unleash authentic human creativity. We have further sought to conceptualize the power effects inherent in the oscillations between incongruous managerial scripts and the spectacular, but seemingly absurd, drama instigated by the CEO. Whereas Fleming and S picer's (2004) s eminal study of c ulture management demonstrated how employees' responses to such a spectacle ranged from enthusiasm to scepticism, or even cynicism, our case showed that whet her one plays against or within the script, one may end up being sacrificed.
The ways in which such logic of dramatic consistency is evok ed in a management practice bent on disrupting the organization and re-instituting order is a distinct finding from the Zentropa case.
In terms of methodology, our study extends recent organizational research that relies on dramatist approaches, and is based on secondary sources that focus on 'media-reported organizational drama' (Sinha et al., 2012: 239; see also Patriotta and Spedale, 2009 ). Drawing on this inspiration, we developed a perspective akin to that of 'a theat re critic' who is able to observe 'reflectively from a distance' and evaluate 'performances against his or her own criteria' (Sinha et al., 2012: 239) .
With Burke (1969: 265) , we identified a 'cult of the A bsurd', where paradoxical, managerial scripts led to boisterous spectacles and vic timage, if only eventually to affirm conventional forms of hierarchical order.
While more dramas cert ainly could be discovered than those that have been filmed, edited and reported, we believe our dramatist method may go beyond Zentropa and have relevance for ot her organizations in which delegation, project orientation and individual commitment take precedence over formal structures, specified roles and stable hierarchies. Subjected t o an anti-establishment manager, order cannot, as we initially assumed, be taken for granted, although it ultimately prevails. The confirmation of this assumption relies heavily on what we, with Goffman, termed the scripting of situations that involved invasions of employees' territories of self and other transgressive management practices as well as employees' concomit ant exposure to unpredictability and absurdity.
Exploring our other assumption -that order is recreated through either sublimated or literal 'Kills' -we identified instances in which disruptive attempts to spur norm -transgressions led to crisis, guilt and victimage and eventually regressed int o managerial control and dominance. Here, Burke's dramatism allowed us to analyse as well as normatively assess the practices observed.
Conclusion
Theatrical performances are, of course, found at places other than Zentropa.
When Steve Ballmer famously danced and cried in front of thousands of Microsoft employees at his exit from the company, and LEGO CEO Jørgen Vig Knudstorp sang and danced during the annual financial reporting, these performances, along with Aalbaek's, constitute a possible trend toward absurd c orporate theatre. In our effort to explore such a trend, we have analysed a number of management scripts at Zentropa, initiated by the CEO by way of his very distinct performances. We identified repeated violations of territories of the self and explored how the organization was enacted and cyclically reestablished through more dramatic acts of victimage. The study thus foregrounded how organizational order was affirmed through dramaturgic performances governed by dramatic consistency, a process that implied overriding formal structures, employment contracts or organizing according to functionality. Our study has further developed the concept of anti-establishment management, a concept that we have sought to give empirical substance, submit to critical assessment and assign analytical potential. We offered empirical accounts of what dramatized anti-establishment management practices may involve, and we discussed how violations of conventional manners and respect of privacy can become, if not exactly legitimized, then rendered contextually meaningful. To make sense of our observations, we developed a combination of social interactionism and dramaturgical analy sis. It is this framework that we hope to offer for further case studies that explore norm-transgressions and how they may be normalized in contemporary organizations.
This kind of analytical framework may prove useful for further investigating the prac tices of those managers who seek to be experimental, spontaneous and norm-defying.
